The renovation of The River Course at Kiawah Island Club took four months to complete. Photo: Kiawah Development Partners/Steve Uzzell
ike many private clubs in the South Carolina Low Country, The River Course at the Kiawah Island Club in Johns Island slows down considerably during the summer months. Many members head north, and, upon their return, can assume nothing much has taken place at their winter club between, say, the traditional season-ending member-guest tournament and the season-opening member-guest tournament. Out of sight, out of mind.

This was not the case, however, during the summer of 2006 when River Course superintendent Jim Musci undertook a massive renovation project—in the space of four months. In collaboration with contractor Frontier Golf, Fazio Golf Course Designers and Champion Turf, Musci oversaw the regrassing of every tee, fairway, collar and green; the complete rebuilding of two of those greens and the expansion of four others; the addition of a dozen new bunkers; the reconditioning of several waste areas; and, just for good measure, the rebuilding of every existing bunker.

“We closed down the course May 22, after the member-guest [tournament], and we reopened Oct. 1, for the season-opening member-guest [tournament],” says Musci, noting members weren’t inconvenienced in any way by the course-altering activity. “We were on a tight time frame, but Frontier delivered—3.5 acres of greens in 25 days, planting all the fairways in 10 days, then taking on the tees and bunkers.”

According to Rich Abbott, president of Frontier Golf Southeast, there was actually a tropical depression during those 25 days and four days were missed.

“We had to push the fumigation back, so it was 21 working days,” Abbott says. “But still, certainly the quickest [work] we’ve ever done. Daylight to dark every day, seven days a week, and we had light towers on site the first week in case we fell behind. We would’ve worked till midnight if we’d had to, but we were fully prepared.

“We had met several times prior, simply to work on the logistics of the project,” he adds. “So we had all our ducks in a row. By noon the first day, we had three greens excavated out.”

**AGRONOMIC INNOVATION**
The River Course project is notable not only for its time frame but for its agronomic innovation, or risk-taking, depending on the point of view. Once the greens work was completed (all 18 were regrassed with Champion ultradwarf Bermudagrass), Frontier directed the regrassing of all 18 fairways, every collar and every tee box with Emerald, a new greensgrade dwarf Bermudagrass from Champion Turf that had never been used on fairways and collars before.

The River Course, which is the original layout at Kiawah Island Club, is only 10 years old, but Musci says turf encroachment and mutations—the result of sustained overseeding—had begun to take their toll on definition and playability, especially in the transition and collar areas. What’s more, several putting greens had shrunk from their original size, and shade had adversely affected turf health in certain areas.

“The grass had started developing off-types and was getting splotchy,” Musci says. “It was time. We had talked with [Champion Turf] about Champion on the greens, but they said, ‘Hey, what about this new grass for tees, collars and fairways?’”

Musci, who’s been in charge at the Tom Fazio-designed course since the day it opened in 1995, had another incentive to undertake major changes: The River Course will play host to the 2009 Mid-Amateur Championship, the first U.S. Golf Association event ever to be held at Kiawah Island.

So far, the Emerald has exceeded expecta-
“Seeing that grass establish so fast and seeing the height of cut they were maintaining, it was like greens-grade grass in the fairway.” - RICH ABBOTT

Adhering to those specifications, Musci says.

“The color is fantastic, an emerald green, and the contrast with the 419 in the rough is really nice,” he says. “We expected that, and we expected the playability to be an improvement. The members love it. The lower cutting height means better roll, and if you hit it off the fairway, the ball stops dead. It’s a grass you can mow from three-eighths inch to one-eighth inch, down to putting quality. It has deeper roots than the ultradwarf, it’s not thatching up as bad, it has better recovery from divots, and not as much [tender loving care] is required – topdressing, grooming and such.”

Abbott, a veteran of grow-ins in the Southeastern United States, says this past July and August couldn’t have provided better climatic conditions for the grow-in.

“It’s unbelievable how fast the Emerald grew in,” Abbott says, noting that Champion Turf c.e.o. Morris Brown personally oversaw the River Course project. “Champion sprigged it so heavy, it was almost like sodding the fairway. Seeing that grass establish so fast and seeing the height of cut they were maintaining, it was like greens-grade grass in the fairway.”

Although Abbott is a proponent of Emerald, he says it’s not for every club.

“There are very few people who have the maintenance power and staffing to maintain a grass like that year-round – between one-eighth and one-quarter of an inch, treating it like a green, all the walk-behind mowing required to keep the lower heights of cut on the tees and around the greens,” he says. “Jim and his staff can handle it, but those are a lot of cultural practices that most clubs wouldn’t be able to do.”

GET IT DONE

In conjunction with these major agronomic changes, the designers at Fazio were brought back to make several strategic changes. Senior designer Andy Banfield, lead architect on the River Course project in 1995, explains it’s not uncommon for Fazio to renovate courses it originally designs.

“We do it all the time,” he says. “That’s the nature of the business. The River Course isn’t that old, but golf has changed dramatically during the past 10 years. There’s the distance factor, for one, but there have been major industry improvements in grass types, maintenance techniques and standards. The competition is getting better. All these things factor into it.”

Frontier dedicated a special crew to shadow Banfield and associate designer Bryan Bowers as they tackled the major redesign issues, which were:

• Repositioning the green on No. 1 closer to a lagoon;

• Expanding No. 4 green to create a new, back pin location, which brought an existing bunker more into play;

• Replacing the double greens on No. 5 with a single green complex, increasing the risk/reward values of the drivable par 4;

• Elevating tee boxes on No. 7 to provide a better view of the hole;

• Expanding the green on No. 8 to the right, bringing a pond more into play and replacing a portion of the waste area fronting the green with a formal bunker; and

• Restoring the green on No. 11 to its original size, expanding it back left and center, while replacing the waste area that had wrapped around the front of the green with a single pot bunker.

“On the putting green reconstructions, we cored the greens – literally built the greens up with native material so Andy Banfield could see what they looked like at finished grade – then cored it all out again and rebuilt them,” Abbott says. “It’s a delight to work with the folks at Fazio and Kiawah. Their priority isn’t about price. Their priority is, ‘Show me how we’re going to get it done.’”

As an example, Abbott cited the cart paths that were renovated on the River Course.

“To execute a project of this magnitude, we used a lot of trucks,” he says. “The sand company had two trucking companies on just to keep us in material. In the process of all this trucking, a lot of cart paths were damaged. So we fixed those we damaged plus all the others that had been damaged during the past 10 years.”

AT A GLANCE

The River Course at Kiawah Island Club

Location: Johns Island, S.C.

Date construction began: May 22, 2006

Date project finished: Sept. 5, 2006

Date course opened: Oct. 1, 2006

Cost of project: $2.8 million

Course length: 7,119 yards

Golf course acreage: 125 acres (total turf area: 95 acres)

Grass on greens: Champion ultradwarf Bermudagrass

Grass on tees, fairways and collars: Emerald dwarf Bermudagrass

Grass in rough: 419 Bermudagrass

Architect: Fazio Golf Course Designers

Builder: Frontier Golf

Golf course superintendent: Jim Musci

Owner: Kiawah Development Partners
The distance factor, better competition, and improvements of new grass types, maintenance techniques and standards were a few reasons for the renovation. Photo: Kiawah Development Partners/Steve Uzzell
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Golf course superintendent Jim Musci oversaw the regrassing of every tee, fairway collar and green. Photo: Kiawah Development Partners/Steve Uzzell

STRIVE FOR PERFECTION

Additionally, there were dozens of other, smaller projects: a new fairway bunker on No. 13; a waste area on No. 9 that was lowered and recontoured to allow for better visibility, and all of the rebuilt bunkers, the faces of which were regrassed with Empire zoysiagrass.

"I've never worked on something of this scope in this time frame - never," Abbott says. "And I'd do it again tomorrow if I could work with this same group of people and if I had the same preparation time. Without the same level of coordination and this particular group of people in place, it never would have worked."

Abbott says Musci did a superb job.

"My hat's off to him," he says. "He was out there every minute of the entire project and during the grow-in. You never had to look for an answer to a question with Jim or the Fazio guys. They were there at all times striving for perfection."

Musci says it was just about the perfect project.

“We had rain when we needed it, but not too much,” he says. “There were no washouts. And even with all the changes we made, Frontier just made every deadline. It was pretty amazing what they did in that small amount of time. You miss one day, and everything else down the line is messed up. But everything was on time.” GCI
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